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About This Game

5 Different Spaceships to Unlock and Drive

15 Enhancements to customize the performance of your Spaceship

Third and First view

5 Powerful end-level bosses to defeat

13 long and difficult missions that require all your skill to be completed
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5 Different enemies whose only aim is to make you blow

An extra Boss Rush Mode. Only for true hardcore players (don't try this at home)

  In a distant future or in a remote past…
the Universe has been invaded by an interdimensional terrorist group called Bokor. Travelling through the spirals of

Multiverso, Bokor has set up a base on our planet, with the intention of sucking all the vital energy out of it.

Most of the interplanetary races that have tried to defeat it have failed. On the contrary, others have formed an alliance
with Bokor, with the illusion of being rewarded.

The operation “Riding a Wormhole” is the last chance of survival for our Universe: a suicide mission which consists in
entering the solar system, where Bokor’s leader resides, and attacking him with an array of weapons specially designed to

kill him.

chances Of Surviving Are Low.

You are the captain of the “Human Spacial Navy” and you have volunteered for this crazy mission.
Captain! You are the last chance for all the races of this Universe! Are you ready to face the danger and risk your life for

the safety of of your race and all the others? 

Galactic Fighters is a 3D space-shooter arcade bullet hell made up of 13 levels, in which the player has to fight against waves
of enemy spaceships and bosses to prevent the galaxy from being destroyed by those creatures.

During your adventure you will be able to unlock and use several spaceships provided with weapons and unique characteristics.

What is more is that you could also buy many expansions for your spaceships, in order to improve them! Travel through
different worlds, defeat waves of enemies and bosses... and save the galaxy! Or die trying! =D
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Title: Galactic Fighters
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
StarworkGC
Publisher:
StarworkGC
Release Date: 15 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: Intel Pentium processor T4400 2.2GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI Mobility Radeon HD 4650

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1.5 GB available space

English,French,Italian,Russian
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pretty good game. Meeehhhhhhhhhhh. A deceptively simply game of "indirect control."

This is not a "mobile" game by any definition of the term I'd ever use. There is a surprisingly deep strategic element to it that
may not be immediately apparent from the screenshots.

The game boils down to preparing your group of heroes for a fight, then sending them off to watch the conflict with limited
control over the outcome (although battlefield spells do matter). Everything from equipment to placement in the battle line will
affect their performance, and the end result. If a fight is not going your way, it may be simply a matter of reshuffling some of
the heroes around to get better effect on specific enemies.

Your heroes come with a complement of "mook" troops (that you can invest in both making more superior and better trained -
something you should strive to keep maxed at all time). Each mission will drop crafting resources (and the crafting system is
both robust and fun to play around with), get you some much-needed money, and occasionally resut in recruitment tokens to get
another hero. You can still straight-out buy a specific level recruit with money (heroes are randomized on hire, you have no
direct control on whom becomes available).

There is an admittedly grindy element to the game. If you cannot clear a specific battle within the necessary time to earn all
three stars, it's usually probably best to level up your heroes on that one until that happens. The crafting resources are not so
numerous to allow twinking-out every hero (or even getting full sets for most). In my opinion, it's actually an advantage, as it
forces additional strategic consideration.

After clearing the main objective, you can "reset" a map and carry over some (de-leveled) heroes and equipment (but most will
stay behind). There is, as far as I am aware, an infinite amount of replayability in Royal Heroes, and the highly randomized
nature of it means boredom won't set as fast as it might in strictly linear games.

Still, it's probably something that sooner or later you will want to put on back-burner until you feel the itch again. The good
part? Your progress will still be there for you to enjoy (or get lost in XD).

I find the graphical presentation rather charming. Not sure where the complaints come from, but I found the sprites (as well as
UI) both functional and aesthetically pleasing.

The game is a pure steal for the price asked.

(I probably should mention that I play most of my games offline, so the limited time shown does not correspond to my several
playthroughs already enjoyed).. I've been ADDICTED to this game on my phone and to my surprise, caught this game finally
being on PC. This game absolutely suckered me in with the great song choice, pleasant visual style and decent controls.

Imho, the DLC is a bit expensive, but that is, as a matter of fact, the only downside. Great little game, great execution, and
much short term fun!

. Addictive little strategy game with all the RPG staples.

I got hooked on the flash version which is free but not as feature rich and has typical flash performance. I enjoyed this upgrade
a lot.. My overall rating for Hand of Fate: Wildcards: 100\/100
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Pros:
+ New Fates
+ Enhanced choices
+ Additional strategies
+ Price

Cons
- Same glitches
- Sometimes luck-based

This DLC is a great job from Defiant Development. Nine new fates, encounters and equipment, additional strategy to play and
more possibilities, how to gain or lose.

It is a great addition, which enhances the possibilities to play the main game and beat new challenges, a valuable increase of
replayability. Further more, the price is more than reasonable, worth its content.

Just that some glitches remained, but that is only a cosmetical feature. If you like the main game, definitely go for this one.

Hand of Fate review: http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/profiles\/76561198086505175\/recommended\/266510\/. PLZ DO A 1980
DODGE POWER RAM. Ejjj... Fajne to jest - odmóżdżająca strzelanka z widokiem z góry. :)
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Like the sport itself, this game requires some patience and study. Work through it a bit and you will uncover the extraordinary
depth of 'World Boxing Manager'. It is at once fairly easy to master and so challenging that you'll have to tear yourself away
from it. This is not one of those silly games where you play it for a day or two and forget it. It is a simulation that will keep you
coming back day after day. The price? As of this writing, it's less than an Abe Lincoln and worth much more. FIVE STARS OF
FIVE!. Asymmetrical movements in a fast-paced level bring good feelings, when you finish the level with 3 stars. It is worth..
To call this game amateurish would be an insult to amateurs. I'm not upset about the trivial amount of money spent to purchase
this waste of time. I just want the ten minutes back that I wasted playing it. That is not to say that I completed the game in ten
minutes, rather, that was the limit of my tolerance for this low grade piece of ****.. I've never played the board game, but I'm
having a blast with this PC version. I've mostly just been playing the AI, but I do have some turn-based games going too.

I'm really surprised that the game is getting such negative reviews. The interface is a little clumsy, for sure, but it's manageable
once you've gotten used to it. I am at nearly 18 hours already, after only a few days.

Everyone keeps saying that the game is a port from mobile. People have got hung up on this, and they are wrong. These days
developers build games from the ground up, so that they can be released on multiple platforms all at once. It is not a port from a
mobile platform, but a game build decision that makes it possible to actually release it cost effectively for them and at a
reasonable price for us. It also means that players can compete together regardless of the platform they are playing on, which
means multi player games have access to a much bigger player pool.

It seems that many reviewers here would prefer games developers to simply skip the PC market altogether.... Horrible and
annoying! And I still play Freelancer which is also old piloting game. So basically Freelancer = 10; AquaNox 2 = 0.. And it's not
letter O. It's bloody ZERO.
Wasted money. Good game, but unfinished.
You effectively read the first three chapters of a book then hit a paywall.
Despite the initial quality, the overall experience is literary blue-balling that feels like betrayal.. I Must have missed something
along the way, because when this game came along I was all psyched for the continuation of the series. A point and click
adventure puzzle game series with a nice complex plot that felt like someone's imagination had runaway with them (with a nice
sci\/fi twist that kept you guessing.) Then came this game.

Essentially, this game says: Nope! Sorry. We made up the other two. They were interpretive fantasies of the main character.
Nothing actually happened the way you spent hours figuring out and playing through. It was a terrible let down. Some of the
puzzles were a bit obscure in the others, however they (their stories) were entertaining enough to keep my interest and make me
into a hopeful for this game. With the onset of A Twist of Fate, I've personally decided not to buy another game from Pendulo
Studios.

The voice cast is completely different for starters, as it sort of grinds at your ears after getting to know the other characters in
the other two games in the series. Not enough to be game breaking, but enough that you notice.. repeatedly. I'm not saying
they're not a good cast, they did do a good job, but you can't get by without noticing within the first 5-10 mins. The artwork is
nicely done, and very enjoyable. The color tones of the various areas help set the mood of each chapter splendidly.

All in all, taken as an individual game it is enjoyable. The puzzles are difficult without being impossible and usually very
intuitive. (I did run into a few places where descriptions or items were referenced without having previously been seen,
something that I did not run into in the other games in the series.) In particular, A Twist of Fate seems somewhat easier than the
other two Runaway games - something I wouldn't mention if it wasn't very noticable. Sadly, it seemed almost dumbed down and
changed around for the masses, appealing to a wider audience by compromising story plot and introducing a larger number of
cutscenes.

I'm certain someone out there will point out some major flaws in my review for whatever reason, but in summation: I don't like
or recommend the game. The game by itself is nice, well thought out, and the plot is interesting- bringing an entertaining
conclusion to the series... (that being said, -again in summation- in relation to the rest of the series, the game sucks.). Save your
money, game is dead and the devs are lazy
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